
,ULL'C"I\L In:paLl l)f two fl yi ng plates, and lhl~ I", ddection of the lateral 
splitting ('scabbing' or 'spalling') of an explosivel) at:celc:rd.d 1111 plate . In addition tv"o 
pressure waves, the first showing a gradual rise in prcssun.: rather than a step, have been 
recorded in glass and granite. Further investigation of the wave propagation efTects in 

• glass have shown that the high pressure elements of the first compression wave travel 
slower tha n the 101\' pressure clements, and that for a large range of pres ures this wave may 
be followed by a shock (Duva ll 1962 p, 337). 

In all the above examples the pressure recorded is tha t induced by the pa rticular explosive 
system in a block of epoxy resin cast round the transducer. The pressure profile in the 
epoxy resin qualitatively follol\'s the profile in any preceding materia l in contact with it. 
To yield quantita tive information about this materia l it is necessary to know its equat ion 
of state, so that pressures in it can be calculated from those in the resin . However, even 
in the absence of such information polymorphic transitions or unusual compres~ibilities a rc 
qualitat ively recognizable from the pressure profiles observed . 

For materials such as granite and glass, which remain adequate electrical insulators at 
high pressures, the technique can be extended to measure the actual pressure in the material 
and to deduce pressure- volume relationships. 

3.2. Pressure- wlume measurements 
Glass has been used to illustrate the technique because it is obtainable in a suitable form 

and is more homogeneous than granite. Manganin wires were sealed between glass pla tes 
with epoxy resin. As glass is still a good insulator at high pressures, the manganin wire 
was placed in contact with the glass. The max imum thickness of the resin layers was 
therefore the diameter of the wires, about O· OO-l6 Clll. It is assumed tha t pressure rever
berations in this space quickly change its prcs~ur_ w that in the glass, so that the transducer 
moves at the particle velocity of the glass anu the fl!, jik recorded is at the true glass pressure. 
The yelocities of pressure elements of til l fir,1 , i '11 pk compression 11,1 I 'C were measured 
from pressure profiles taken at successi\'c l~o inb as thc waves pa ssed ti1n1 11gll a gla-;s block. 
Typical records are shown in figure 5 and the results in figure 6. 

The wave velocity at zero pressure Do calculated fr0J11 these exrerimcn ts is 5·5 "Ill sec I 

which agrees with the velocity of sound measured with an ultrasonic tester at 5·471,.111 sec I 
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Figure 5. Pressure profiles of a simple compression wave of 100 kb peak pressure, followed by a 
shock (not shown), produced and recorded in glass. (a) After 0 ·846 em, (b) after 1·48 cm travel, 

(e) arrangement of transducer (not to scale). 


